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MICROSOFT SQL SERVER
DATA HEALTH & PERFORMANCE

Lexel’’s dedicated team of Microsoft SQL Server

specialists offer a broad range of services to meet 

all your modern data platform requirements. 

When it comes to the health and performance of your 

Microsoft SQL Server environment, a performance 

review can offer valuable insight, reduce risk and improve 

performance of your data platform.

Performance review

If you can identify with any of the following, an SQL 

performance review could help your organisation.

y Your team tells you that you need more hardware.

y Your team has no time to innovate - they are too busy

putting out fires!

y You a’’re uncertain about your current patch level.

y •You have new DBAs on the job.

y Your SQL reporting is taking too long.

y There has been a SQL outage in the last 3 months.

y You a’re suffering the effects of poor server

performance.

Our services include:

Performance review.  Gain valuable insight into your  

Microsoft SQL Server performance challenges. Includes a 

detailed action plan.

Action plan.  Improve performance with a customised SQL 

Server action plan designed to help your organisation get 

the best performance from your current SQL environment.  

The plan includes high-impacting recommendations, 

beneficial changes and feature & schema recommendations.

200+ point check.  Using best practice frameworks, we wi’ll 

investigate settings, behaviours and metrics - quickly 

isolating root cause(s) of your Microsoft SQL Server 

performance problems. 

Remediation.  Based on outputs from the action plan, 

Lexel’s experienced team can make the changes and / or 

recommendations for your organisation. Alternatively, we 

can be available for escalations as you work through the 

action plan at your own pace. 

Monitoring and tools.  Using the best Microsoft SQL 

Server performance monitoring software in the market, 

empower your internal team to monitor and investigate SQL 

behaviour.

Managed services and support. Ensure performance 

problems are a thing of the past with Lexel’s innovative, 

customised managed services with support and SLAs to 

meet your organisation’s unique requirements.

Partners

Collaborating with industry-leading partners within the  

Modern Data security space, Lexel offers Microsoft SQL 

Server security audits, performance monitoring and 

maintenance second to none.


